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Michael Raymond Astle, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Annotated edition. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Standard chess assumes all soldiers follow their king s
orders. But what if there were traitors in the ranks? What if some soldiers were taking orders from
the other king? Traitor Chess makes this happen. Now you have the chance to move your opponent
s pieces! But of course, traitors must be careful not to be caught and executed. The circumstances
governing when, how and why such traitor moves can occur are contained in this book. It also
includes rules regarding special circumstances and answers to common questions, e.g. Can my
opponent move my piece when I m in check? Limitations and optional variations are detailed
together with information regarding how these may be annotated. Other than an ordinary chess
set, basic Traitor Chess requires no additional materials. A small number of additional materials
may be useful for some of the optional variations however all of these may be borrowed from other
common board games (e.g. backgammon).
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Reviews
This ebook could be worthy of a go through, and a lot better than other. I have study and that i am sure that i will likely to read through yet again once
more in the future. I found out this pdf from my i and dad suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Lor ine Roha n
It is really an awesome ebook that I have ever read. It typically fails to expense a lot of. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Delphia Fa y
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